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1  Introduction
This Retail Market Assessment and Repositioning Strategy has been created to assist property 
owners in attracting national and regional tenants to Downtown, with the objective of increasing 
occupancy, rent revenues and property values. Attracting credit tenants is a key factor in creating 
a better Downtown, and thus improving both the quality of life for the residents of the City of 
Monterey, as well as tourists' and visitors' overall experience. Having national credit tenants will 
help the local independent Downtown tenants to be more successful as well.

The Retail Market Assessment and Repositioning Strategy is the first step in the creation of a 
comprehensive leasing strategy for Downtown Monterey. In addition to this Assessment, the 
leasing strategy should include a Downtown "Vision" Master Plan and Implementation Strategy.
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Downtown Monterey is a collection of smaller 
commercial and civic districts that together create a 
multi!faceted urban environment. Each district has it 
own functions, physical characteristics, and amenities. 
Also, each commercial district has its own tenant and 
customer profile. 

The core commercial districts of Downtown include: the 
Alvarado Street District, the heart of the Old 
Monterey and Downtown's primary retail corridor; the 
East Village District, centered around the shops on 
Washington Street and Pearl Street; and the Portola 
District, featuring the Conference Center and Custom 
House Plaza. 

Currently the Portola District retail tenants tend to 
service visitors; East Village tenants serve local residents; 
and Alvarado Street tenants service visitors and residents 
alike.

This Assessment outlines strategies for each district, 
with the eventual goal of reuniting the Alvarado Street 
and Portola districts.

To identify appropriate tenants for Downtown, this 
Market Assessment and Repositioning Strategy 
examines the following:
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• Downtown Assessment " Assesses the current 
  Downtown Monterey retail tenant mix and summarizes 
  the existing physical conditions and deficiencies.

• Trade Area Assessment  " Assesses the competitive 
  features and mix of retail tenants in other 
  concentrations of retail space in the immediate trade!
  area, including malls and other downtowns.

• Target Customer " Working with demographic and 
  consumer lifestyle data from Claritas, Inc., defines the 
  Downtown core customer base found in the defined
  two!mile radius from the intersection of Alvarado Street 
  and Bonifacio Place.  

• Repositioning Strategy " Identifies appropriate 
  national and regional retail tenants 1# who are not 
  currently in the trade area, 2# whose merchandise and 
  services match the core customer, 3# who would locate 
  in the downtown of a moderate income market, and    
  4# who are, or may be, expanding. 



DOWNTOWN COMMERCIAL DISTRICTS





2  Downtown Assessment
Downtown Monterey has a proud history as the primary retail center for the Monterey 
Peninsula. For many years it was a healthy, vibrant commercial destination. However, over the 
past few decades customer shopping habits have changed, and new competitive retail 
opportunities have emerged. Both forces have pulled most shoppers away from Downtown.

Still, there is a strong retail legacy that forms the back!bone of Downtown's revitalization. 
Alvarado Street enjoys physical attributes, including mature trees, classic street lighting, 
decorative street pavers, and a pedestrian!comfortable building!height!to!street!width 
proportion. The downtown plazas also have the potential to become active places within the 
revitalization.
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Historic buildings, and several traditional facades, set the 
architectural tone for Downtown. Alvarado Street has 
enough "potential" retail space to assemble the critical 
mass of quality tenants necessary to revive Downtown.

However, Downtown must correct several substantial 
obstacles to achieve a renewed success, namely:
• the mix of regional and national tenants in not optimal;
• a lack of interesting attractions and events;
• a mediocre overall experience for the shoppers;
• no unique identity to di$erentiate or "brand" it;
• poor signage and one!way streets make Downtown 
  di%cult to get to, and di%cult to navigate once there. 

Existing Tenant Mix

With the exception of Ecco Shoes, Round Table Pizza, 
Jamba Juice, Walgreen’s, Taco Bell, Subway, Benihana 
and regional banks such as Rabobank and Wells Fargo, 
there are no national or regional tenants Downtown. 

The retail tenants are local, independent retailers who 
do not form a retail destination that generates the 
substantial foot tra%c necessary to produce solid retail 
revenue. With only several exceptions, the food service 
tenants in the Downtown are also not strong enough 
operators to collectively make the Downtown a food 
service destination. As a result Downtown does not rank 
with other strong visitor destinations in Monterey as a 
distinct "place." 
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Several nightclubs and restaurants create an active 
atmosphere during weekend evenings. This "activity," 
however, can be detrimental to the overall customer 
experience for those not at the pubs and clubs and can 
deter those customers form visiting downtown. 

Residents and daytime employees appear to use the 
retail and food service tenants as conveniences. Very 
little additional customer tra%c is drawn from outside the 
narrow definition of the Downtown core to support 
strong retail sales.

Along Alvarado Street, specialty retail and quality food 
service are overshadowed by a great number of service 
retail stores &hair salons, foot masseuse and drugstores#, 
quick service &fast food# restaurants, and banks, as well as 
a significant number of vacancies. &Note that some of 
significant amount of specialty retail and quality food 
service.#

Lack of Attractions and Events

In addition to shopping and dining, there must be other 
attractions and events to lure customers, keep them 
longer, and get them to return often. Museums, historic 
buildings, the farmers market, and Custom House Plaza 
events " all help to attract people Downtown. 

Currently, however, such attractions aren't maximizing 
their potential. The history walk is overwhelming for 
most visitors, the Conference Center is no longer a 



viable facility for many conferences, and the Custom 
House Plaza events are isolated from Alvarado Street 
retail.

Similarly, the Golden State Theater misses its potential 
to be the centerpiece of Downtown. It is not a neutral 
building. The right use of the Theater wi! be critical in driving 
the success of Alvarado Street and Downtown. Conversely, 
the wrong tenant or use, or a vacant building, will have a 
significant negative impact.

Mediocre Experience

Downtown Monterey should o$er patrons excitement, 
surprise, and discovery, yet feel safe, inviting, and 
comfortable. Some of the excitement and surprise that 
once existed Downtown has been tarnished in recent 
years by the lack of commitment and know!how needed 
to maintain the highest quality shopper experience. It is 
fine for Downtown to look old and historic; it should not, 
however, look tired and neglected.

Successful retail streets have natural rhythms created by a 
succession of interesting storefronts. Storefronts are also 
key elements in creating the street ambience. Alvarado 
Street has many storefronts that are substandard 
compared to other successful retail environments. These 
detract from the customer experience.

Major gaps in the rhythm, such as a large empty lot,  
disrupt and discourage pedestrian circulation. This sort 

of "missing tooth" in the streetscape also detracts from 
the ambience of the street. Alvarado Street su$ers from 
this a'iction as well.  

A lack of street activity on Alvarado Street, such as 
sidewalk seating for restaurant and cafes, also prevents a 
heightened shopper experience. 

Beyond Alvarado Street, most downtown streets lack 
basic ambience that should be created by landscape, 
lighting, and street furniture.  

Public areas Downtown, such as plazas and passages to 
parking structures, are uninviting and thus discourage 
pedestrian circulation. In addition, key intersections,  
including Alvarado Street at Del Monte Avenue, are 
di%cult for pedestrians to cross. 

Lack of Identity

Almost every city and town in America has a downtown. 
"Downtown" is a generic term that, when applied to 
Downtown Monterey and the Alvarado Street 
experience, fails to telegraph the potential character, 
quality, and uniqueness of Downtown Monterey. 

Without a specific identity " a unique name "# Downtown 
Monterey cannot di$erentiate itself for visitors nor define itself 
for local residents.
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Difficult to Get to

Downtown Monterey is not easy to get to by car. City 
signs direct visitors away from Downtown to other 
destinations. Once visitors find Downtown, the one!way 
streets make it di%cult to navigate. Even many local 
residents find driving Downtown di%cult. 

Most residents visit Downtown by car. Parking, while 
plentiful, can be di%cult to find and is not always in the 
most convenient locations. Additionally, pedestrian 
access to and from the parking structures and Alvarado 
Street is uninviting and confusing. The parking 
experience, from street to stall to store, and back, is not 
the easy and pleasant experience it should be.

Potential Customers

There are several customer markets available to support 
the retailers Downtown:

Cannery Row Tourists " There is a very large market 
of tourists that are attracted to the Monterey Bay 
Aquarium and Cannery Row &accessible to Downtown by 
the Monterey Salinas Transportation system and by foot 
on the Coastal Trail#. For the most part, few of these 
tourists, numbered at slightly more than two%mi!ion per year, 
make their way to Downtown because: 
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• Downtown is not a strong retail or food service 
  destination; 

• Downtown is not visible from the Aquarium or 
  Cannery Row;

• there is limited public signage leading visitors to 
  Downtown, making it easy to skip. 

Fisherman's Wharf Tourists " There is an additional 
large source of tourists who shop, stroll, and eat at 
Fisherman’s Wharf &separated from Alvarado Street by 
two plazas: Custom House Plaza and Portola Plaza#. 
However, there is little pedestrian flow from Fisherman’s 
Wharf  across Custom House Plaza and Portola Plaza, 
and into Alvarado Street. This is for several reasons:

• the Downtown tenant mix does not form a destination 
  for strolling tourists;

• Downtown has little identity as a place or destination 
  for visitors;

• Custom House Plaza is uninviting and discourages 
  pedestrians from entering or strolling through to 
  Alvarado Street;

• sight lines are poor from Fisherman’s Wharf to 
  Alvarado Street and Downtown;

• there is no directional signage to Downtown from the 
  Wharf area. 



Conversely, Alvarado Street pedestrians only manage 
their way as far as Portola Plaza, and few stroll through it 
to Custom House Plaza and on to Fisherman's Wharf.

Conference Center Visitors " The current Monterey 
Conference Center attracts over 60,000 attendees per 
year. The attendees often stay for multiple days and 
spend significantly on meals and entertainment. 
According to the HVS study, an expansion of the 
Conference Center could increase attendance to close 
to 100,000 per year.

Currently, however, though the Conference Center is 
adjacent to Alvarado, Street there are few quality tenants 
to attract and  keep conference attendees Downtown.  

Daytime Employees " There are approximately 9,000 
daytime employees in the half!mile radius, or walking 
distance, from the intersection of Alvarado Street and 
Bonifacio Place, according to data from Claritas, Inc. 
This daytime population is composed of a substantial 
number of employees who work either full or part!time in 
the food service industry, as administrative support sta$, 
or as laborers. When they shop, buy lunch, or run  
errands after work they tend to do so at moderate priced 
food service outlets and in convenient stores.  

The five largest classifications in a half!mile radius are:
• Administrative and Clerical Support Sta$    1,884 
• Food and Beverage Service Sta$       1,374 
• Sales and Marketing Executives          725 
• Management Executives        627 
• Installation and Repair Labor          623 

In order to attract these daytime workers to the 
downtown core, food services and convenience retailers 
such as grocery and drug stores must be well!priced and 
e%cient at serving workers who typically have half!hour 
lunch breaks.

Monterey Area Residents " There is an existing 
population of Monterey residents that forms the primary 
potential customer base for the Downtown retail and 
food service.  

The current goods and services in Downtown are not 
optimal to meet the needs of these residents, thus 
reducing the frequency of their visits to Downtown and 
the activity in the Alvarado Street corridor. 

When the Downtown tenant mix more closely reflects what the 
residents need and desire, it wi! become a vibrant destination for 
the locals. Then, gradua!y, the tourists and visitors wi! be 
attracted  as we!.                
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Existing Downtown Tenants
A10 – Three Flags Cafe E30 – Futon and Such Furniture

A18 – Characters Sports Bar E40 – Papa Chano’s Taquriea

B10 – Florist E50 – Hacienda Rustic Furnishings

B12 – Willem Photography E52 – Maha’s Lebanese Cusine

B18 – Levin Gallery E54 – Camera World

B20 – Montrio Bistro E58 – LaLaPalooza

B30 – Vacant E60 – Gallerie Monterey Shops 

B40 – Vacant E70 – Monterey Imports

B50 – Monterey Custom Framing E80 – Nomad’s Fine Rugs

B54 – Vacant E84 – Super Cuts

B58 – YouthArts Collective E90 – Lizzie G. and Me

B60 – Office E94 – Maryse Handbags

B70 – Law Office E98 – Pacific Valley Bank

B80 – Copy King F10 – ComFoot Spa

C10 – Cafe 3•1•6 G10 – Cibo Restaurant

C18 – Happy Foot Spa/Best Cuts G12 – Taco Bell

C20 – Terranova Fine Wines G14 – Hippodrome Nightclub

C28 – Angies Boutique G16 – Monterey Crepe Company

C30 – Ecco Shoes G18 – RoundTable Pizza

C34 – Osio Cinema G20 – Wells Fargo

C36 – Visions Tarot & Crystals G30 – MST Rides

C38 – Cafe Lumier H10 – Vacant

C40 – Chamber of Commerce H20 – The Whammy Bar

C50 – Jamba Juice H28 – Habanero's/Bellagio Pizzeria

C54 – Crown & Anchor Tavern H30 – New Construction

C60 – GG’s Spa & Salon H40 – Karma Fashion

D10 – Plumes Coffee Shop H42 – Golden State Theater (Church)

D14 – Station Wireless H44 – KoKo’s Cafe

D18 – Subway Sandwich H46 – Shinibi Salon

D20 – Alvarado Salon H48 – Na Ra Korean Restaurant

D28 – Aiello Jewelers H50 – Hellmans Tabacco Shop

D30 – Vacant H54 – Music Unlimited

D40 – Vacant H58 – Epsilon Restaurant

D50 – Walgreens H60 – Full Moon Mandarin Cuisine

D60 – Vacant Theater H70 – Red’s Donuts

D70 – Swenson Silacci Flowers H74 – Petra Mediterranean Food

D80 – Rosines Restaurant H80 – Rabobank

D88 – Comerica Bank  J10 – Gaspers Jewelers

E10 – Britannia Arms J14 – Monterey Books

E12 – Political Office  J18 – Beija Vu Salon

E14 – Jeweler J24 – Lunablu 

E18 – Kent Mitchel/WIA  J28 – Parravano Witten Law Office

E20 – The Bagel Bakery J30 – Monterey Antique & Gift 

E24 – Spex 454 Optometric J38 – 1st Capital Bank

 
J50 – Vacant P60 – Book Haven

J60 – The Mucky Duck P70 – Beauty Essentials

J70 – Karma Cafe Indian Cuisine P80 – Fidelity

J80 – Vacant Q10 – Vacant

J84 – Old Monterey Cafe Q20 – Keller Medical

J88 – MYO Yogurt Q30 – PC People

J90 – Ordway Drug Q32 – Federico Drive In Shoe

J100 – John G. Davi Properties Q50 – Casa Abrego Club

K10 – Cooper Museum Store R10 – Vacant

K20 – Peet’s Coffee R20 – Joselyn's Bicycles

K24 – Vacant R24 – Classic Coachworks

K30 – r.g Burgers R28 – Cages

K32 –Trader Joes R30 – Monterey Youth Museum

K34 – Pharmaca R40 – Japanese American Citizens

K35 – Kaiya Boutique R50 – Pacific Capital Bancorp

K36 – Massage Envy R60 – Law Offices

K38 – Cafe R70 – Treehouse Mortgage 

K40 – Pouchet Training R76 – Vacant

M10 – Bank Of America R80 – A&D Management

M30 – Turtle Bay Taqueria S10 – Vacant

M34 – Rainbow Cleaners S16 – BofA Mortgage

M38 – Paris Bakery Café S30 – Vacant 

N10 – State Farm S40 – First National Bank

N14 – Chicago Title T10 – Old Republic Title

N18 – Armanasco Public Relations T20 – Cannery Row Company

N30 – Vacant T30 – Ambrosia

N60 – Santa Lucia Café U10 – Christopher Bell Collection

N64 – UPS Store U12 – The Plaza Shop

N68 – AG Davi U14 – Adventures By The Sea

N70 – Vacant U18 – Tamara Jewelry

N80 – Bride’N Formal by the Bay U20 – Venture Gallery

N86 – Monroe Insurance & Mortgage U30 – Jack's Restaurant & Lounge

N88 – Chong's Café U40 – Peter B's Brewpub

N90 – Aquarian Bicycles V10 – Spa on the Plaza

N92 – East Village Lounge V16 – Pino's Italian Café

N94 – Never on Sunday V20 – Wine from the Heart

N96 – Carpe Diem Fine Books V22 – Spa on the Plaza

N98 – Creative Images V24 – Vacant

P10 – Alfredo's Cantina V26 – Burlwood Gallery

P20 – Davi Real Estate & Insurance V28 – Casual Island

P26 – Fleurs Du Soleil V30 – Chase Bank

P30 – Masters Hardwood Flooring W10 – Maritime Museum

P50 – Easy Street Billiards X10 – Pacific House

P56 – Smoke & Stuff Y10 – Benihana



Photo of painting by Homer Ansley 





3  Trade Area Assessment
Retail and food service &restaurants and cafes# tenants who would like to locate in the Monterey 
Peninsula trade area have several options when selecting a specific location. Each location o$ers 
unique leasing opportunities, including co!tenancies &tenants who prefer to be close to one 
another#, operating costs, available space, and existing customers. By understanding the 
characteristics of these competitive retail centers, including downtowns, malls, and specialty 
centers, a better mix for Downtown can be sculpted.
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 TRADE-AREA RETAIL LOCATIONS
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1 – Downtown Carmel 

2 –!Downtown Salinas 

3 –!Downtown Pacific Grove

4 – Northridge Mall

5 – Del Monte Shopping Center  

6 – Cannery Row 

7 – The Crossroads

8 – Barnyard

Competitive Retail Locations

The supply of retail space on the Monterey Peninsula 
trade!area has five general classifications:

• There are several Regional Shopping Centers on 
  the Peninsula. Del Monte Shopping Center is located 
  in Monterey and Northridge Mall is in Salinas.

• There are two Specialty Shopping Centers, the 
  Barnyard and the Crossroads, both in Carmel.

• In addition to the Downtown Core in Monterey there 
  are “Retail Downtowns” in Salinas, Pacific Grove, 
  and Carmel. Of these Peninsula downtowns Carmel is 
  the most well tenanted, and its retail and food service 
  mix is most targeted to its customer base.

• Cannery Row is a Specialty Shopping District 
  supported by tourists and visitors to the Monterey Bay 
  Aquarium.

• Sand City, Seaside, Salinas and Marina have Big!Box 
  Centers. The Big Box Centers are not included in 
  this assessment because most big!box tenants would 
  not be appropriate for Downtown Monterey.
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Regional Shopping Centers

Northridge Mall: Located in Salinas, it is an enclosed 
shopping center anchored by Macy’s, JC Penney, Sears, 
Best Buy, and Big Five Sporting Goods. Specialty store 
tenants are moderate priced national chains. This mix 
targets well the farming and agriculture employed 
residents in the Salinas market.

Del Monte Shopping Center: Located in Monterey, 
it is an open!air regional shopping center anchored by 
Macy’s. The specialty tenants are a mix of moderate 
retailers such as Gap, Radio Shack, and Pottery Barn, 
and upper!moderate national retailers such as Apple and 
Williams Sonoma. Whole Foods has a freestanding store 
at Del Monte and the center has a 13!screen cinema.

Specialty Shopping Districts

Cannery Row: a collection of specialty shops and 
restaurants located near the Monterey Bay Aquarium, it 
specializes in gifts, apparel, entertainment, spa services, 
and food service for the substantial tourist population 
that visits the Aquarium annually. Most retailers and 
restaurants are locally owned and, with the exception of 
the breakfast café First Awakenings, Starbucks, and 
Cannery Row Brewing Company, would not be 
appropriate for Downtown.
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Retail Downtowns

Carmel: Ocean Avenue forms the core of an 
approximately 24!block area of specialty shopping that 
targets the wealthy Monterey Peninsula resident and the 
a'uent visitors of the Pebble Beach facilities. The 
Ocean Avenue shopping area consists of a mix of 
upscale local and national retailers and, for the most part, 
local restaurants who together provide a substantial retail 
experience in a walkable and charming environment.

Salinas: Main Street runs through the heart of the old 
downtown of Salinas. Main Street is anchored by the 
Steinbeck Center at one end and is tenanted with food 
service, such as the Monterey Brewery and First 
Awakenings. Main Street retailers include an assortment 
of local tenants who provide shopping for antiques, home 
furnishings, and art galleries &although vacancy rates are 
high on this street#. The lack of regional or national 
tenants makes it di%cult for Main Street itself to be a 
retail destination, but several individual tenants, such as 
the Brewery, are destinations for Salinas residents.

Pacific Grove: Located near the intersection of 
Lighthouse Street and Forrest Street is a concentration of 
independent retailers and food service tenants who form 
a commercial destination for Pacific Grove residents. 
This collection of apparel, home furnishings, and 
restaurant tenants works as a destination because of the 
cul!de!sac nature of Pacific Grove and the captive 
audience of the residents on weekends.



Specialty Shopping Centers

The Crossroads Shopping Village: is an open!air 
specialty center that is well leased to local upscale 
independent retailers who provide apparel, gifts, spa and 
fitness services, and food service in an easily navigated 
meandering environment. 

Access to the shopping center is easy and visibility to 
the center and to the shops is very good. Parking is well 
distributed throughout the specialty store component of 
the shopping center, and parking is possible directly in 
front of the shops. Shopper amenities, such as benches 
for seating, are liberally placed throughout the center. 
Safeway, in a freestanding store, and a large CVS 
Drugstore have also located at The Crossroads and 
generate frequent visits to the center from area residents.

Barnyard: is an open!air multi!level specialty shopping 
center that is di%cult to find and hard to see from the 
surrounding major roadways. It has an upscale tenant mix 
that focuses on art, jewelry, gifts, beauty services, fitness 
services, and food service. 

The Barnyard is beautifully and lushly landscaped but its 
di%cult access and inconvenient parking have resulted 
in internal pockets of vacancy.

Fisherman’s Wharf: is a collection of local food 
service and gift/souvenir tenants who line an old fishing 
wharf that juts into Monterey Bay. It is a strong tourist 
destination and is successful because it is marketed as a 
place tourists “must see” and it is easy to get to. 

Fisherman’s Wharf is often crowded with visitors who 
stroll its length seeking a lunch spot with views to the 
Bay. The Wharf generates substantial shopper tra%c 
within walking distance to the Downtown and Alvarado 
Street, but there is little cross!shopping between the 
Wharf and Alvarado Street. The connection between 
the two places is across two uninviting plazas that are 
formidable when empty. In addition, there is no visual 
connection between Downtown and Fisherman’s Wharf.  
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Competitive Analysis

The specialty retail spaces on the greater Monterey 
Peninsula that work well for the customers as well as for 
the retailers include downtown Carmel, Cannery Row, 
Fisherman’s Wharf, the regional malls in the area, and 
The Crossroads. The common characteristics of these 
more successful retail concentrations include:

• Being marketed and promoted as a “place” with an 
  identity that is easy for customers to understand and 
  makes them a destination;

• An environment that is perceived by customers 
  as clean, safe, and attractive and that has appropriate 
  amenities for visitors with children as well as for the 
  older shopper;

• Ingress, egress, and parking that is easy to see, easy to 
  use, and easy to get to on the first visit, plus simple and 
  clear directional signs once the customer has entered 
  the shopping center;

• Storefronts and store signs that, largely, are inviting 
  and professionally designed.

All of these characteristics can be incorporated into 
Downtown.
 
Of the existing shopping centers on the Monterey 
Peninsula, Del Monte Shopping Center competes most 
directly with Downtown for national and regional credit!
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tenants. Because Del Monte has been successful in 
attracting tenants such as Radio Shack, Banana 
Republic, Apple, and Pottery Barn &who often lease 
street retail space, and often place only one store in a 
market#, many of these tenants are unavailable for 
Downtown.  

After physical improvements are implemented and a 
stronger identity defined, Downtown Monterey will have 
a significant leasing advantage over other Peninsula malls 
and shopping centers because it will have a lower cost of 
occupancy. Because Downtown has no direct Common 
Area Maintenance &CAM# charges it may be possible to 
attract some national and regional tenants. Lower 
occupancy costs may also attract several successful independent 
retailers, already in the trade%area, to open a second location 
Downtown.



Photo by McKay 





4  Target Customer
The initial revitalization and eventual long!term success of Downtown Monterey will rely 
primarily on local area residents frequently shopping and dining. When Downtown becomes a 
vibrant destination for locals, tourists and visitors will then seek it out as an essential part of their 
Monterey visit.

To better determine the tenants that have the greatest chance of success in Downtown, it is 
essential to define the potential customers in the trade area. An analysis of the local population 
gives us a clear idea of who they are, their lifestyles, and the type of shopping and dining they 
prefer.
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Market Data Assessment of the 

Residents 

A two!mile radius was selected to best sample the 
immediate population. &The three!mile radius skewed 
the demographics due to the incomes of the Pebble 
Beach residents.# Its demographics indicate that:

• The residents form  a non!growing market due 
   to water constraints in Monterey which limits 
   residential development in the Downtown core.

• Average household size is smaller than the U.S. 
    average, which reflects the lack of children in the 
   immediate Downtown.

• Median age is substantially older than the U.S. 
    average because of the concentration of residents 
   older than 65 in the two!mile radius.

• Household incomes in the two!mile radius are 
    solid. The average household income, (81,400, is 
   approximately 17) greater than the U.S. average. This 
   suggests that the residents have strong upper!middle 
   incomes and can easily support moderate!priced 
   retailers and food service tenants. Per!capita income, 
   (36,500, in the two!mile radius is 38) above the U.S. 
   average due to the smaller average household size. 
   These per!capita income levels also indicate support 
   for moderate!priced retailers and food service tenants 
   in the Downtown core.
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• The population age distribution illustrates that there are 
  very few households with children and many mor& 
   households than average with residents aged older than 65 i' 
   the two%mile radius.

• Household income distribution indicates a solid 
  upper!middle income of the trade area residents. 
  While the percent of those earning more than 
  (100,000 is 30) greater than on average in the U.S., 
  the count of those households &3,455 households in the  
  two!mile radius# is not substantial enough to support 
  upscale retailers at this time in the Downtown core. 
  The majority of the households earn in the 
  neighborhood of  (60,000 to (75,000, and these 
  income levels tend to support moderate rather tha' 
   upscale or luxury retailers and food service tenants.

• The lack of ethnic diversity in the downtown is 
  interesting because it does not reflect the patterns of 
  ethnicity in California or even in the U.S. Downtown 
  Monterey is predominately white and Asian with little 
  African!American or Hispanic population. It appears 
  that households with families, then, tend to live  away (o) 
   the downtown when finding schools and activities for childre' 
   becomes important.

The demographic data of the two!mile radius for 
Downtown Monterey may be appealing to an assortment 
of regional and national tenants, as well as those local 
tenants, who are interested in locating in a moderate 
income market and who are adept at serving households 
composed of young adults or newly retired.



DEMOGRAPHIC SUMMARY
1, 2 and 3 Mile Radius

from Alvarado Street and Bonifacio Place



CORE CUSTOMER RADIUS
from Alvarado Street and Bonifacio Place Intersection
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Core Consumer Lifestyle 

Characteristics 
 

Translating qualitative, and anecdotal customer 
descriptions into quantifiable market segments is often 
best accomplished using a customer lifestyle 
segmentation system. Claritas, Inc. launched the first 
segmentation system, called PRIZM, in 1976. 
PRIZMNE, the current version of the original PRIZM 
program, is a complex segmentation system that assigns 
one of 66 consumer lifestyle segments to each 
geographic block group in the United States.

These 66 lifestyle segments were defined by Claritas 
based on the combination of demographic, lifestyle, and 
life stage variables of each block group as identified 
through the U.S. Census and the PRIZMNE economists 
and demographers. Demographic variables such as 
income, age bracket, education, and profession are 
overlaid with the following sets of variables to define the 
consumer lifestyle segment of each block group:

• the residential density of the block group, such as 
  Urban, Suburban, Second City, or Town/Rural; 

• lifestyle variables &for example, young singles or married 
  couples#; 

• life stage variables &empty nesters or starter families# of 
  the households in the trade area.

There are several advantages in knowing which lifestyle 
segments form the core of the Downtown Monterey 
trade area:

• A PRIZMNE consumer lifestyle segment clearly 
  describes each specific consumer group in a trade area. 
  These descriptions tend to be much more three!
  dimensional than demographic data alone and, 
  importantly, they make possible concrete household 
  counts for each specific lifestyle.

• From the leasing broker’s point!of!view, it is easier to 
  understand the type of tenants who will be successful 
  in Downtown Monterey using Lifestyle data. Lifestyle 
  data gives the leasing broker a powerful tool for 
  answering the retailer’s question, “Who is the 
  customer?”

• Lastly, Lifestyle data enables marketing of Downtown 
  to be focused specifically on the two major customer 
  life!stages found in the two!mile radius which are 1# 
  a younger trendier consumers with no children who is 
  interested in attending events, evening entertainment, 
  dining out, and a$ordable yet trendy merchandise, and 
  2# an older, more a'uent customer who is interested 
  in dining out, enjoys exercise and is physically active, 
  and takes part in the amenities and activities of a 
  bustling main street environment.

The following tables highlight the distribution of the 
core Downtown Monterey lifestyle segments in context 
with all 66 of the Claritas PRIZMNE lifestyle segments.
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Core Customers by Lifestyle Group

The lifestyles were indexed by comparing the percent of 
the Downtown Monterey households in each lifestyle 
segment to the percent of U.S. households in that 
segment. The general rule of thumb is that any segment 
with an Index greater than 1.5 is a strong, core customer 
segment. For example, the Downtown Monterey Index 
is 7.3 for the PRIZMNE segment Up & Comers. This 
means that Up and Comers is found seven times more 
often as a lifestyle in the two!mile trade than it is found 
in the U.S. population. Up & Comers is a very strong, core 
customer segment for future tenants to serve in the Downtown.

In PRIZMNE vocabulary, “Second Cities” are small, 
distinct cities that are removed from large urban areas. 
Examples of Second Cities in California include Santa 
Rosa, Fresno, and Modesto. This table indicates that:

• All of the consumer lifestyles in the immediate two!
  mile radius are Suburban and Second City in nature, 
  which is what one would expect in Monterey.

• Several lifestyles, such as Upper Crust, Second City 
  Elite, and Brite Lights/Little City are upper!income in 
  nature. However, the majority, which includes 
  Executive Suites, New Empty Nests, Pools and Patios, 
  Up and Comers, Middleburg Managers, and Boomtown 
  Singles, are in the upper!moderate to moderate income 
  range. Park Bench Seniors, a low!income Second City 
  lifestyle, is also included in the Downtown Monterey 
  core customer profile.
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Core Customers by Life Stage

When looked at by life stage, in the following table, 
rather than by urban density, the two main Downtown 
Customer groups become very clear. This table separates 
the PRIZMNE lifestyles by income but also by Younger 
Years, Family Life, and Mature Years. As indicated in 
the demographic data, households in Downtown 
Monterey have few children and this is reinforced by the 
life stage distribution which indicates that none of the 
Family Life PRIZMNE segments appear in the high 
index lifestyles of the Downtown area. Instead, the core 
lifestyles are concentrated in the two remaining PRIZMNE 
classifications which are Younger Years and Mature Years.

The Younger Years group is made up of Executive 
Suites, Brite Lights/ Little City, Up and Comers, and 
Boomtown Singles. These are well educated households 
with lifestyles that are focused on their careers. They 
have very few children, and they enjoy dining out, the 
latest technologies, outdoor activities and sports, and 
nightlife entertainment.

The Mature Years group of Downtown Monterey is 
composed of Upper Crust, Second City Elite, New 
Empty Nests, Pools & Patios, Middleburg Managers and 
Park Bench Seniors. These lifestyles &with the exception 
of Park Bench Seniors, which is ranked 60 out of the 66 
lifestyles in income and is the lowest income lifestyle in 
the study area#, enjoy many of the same activities that 
those in the Younger Years do. They attend theater and 
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dance productions, own the latest technologies, seek 
nighttime entertainment, are physically active through 
yoga, exercise, and bike riding, and they enjoy dining 
out. 

There are, then, several common themes that run 
through many of the core lifestyles currently living near 
Downtown Monterey:

• Most households enjoy dining out and these 
  households tend to do so at moderately priced 
  restaurants;

• Downtown Monterey households have good educations 
  and they use the latest technologies;

• A group of the core lifestyles enjoys and seeks out 
  evening entertainment and activities;

• Many of the households are physically active and enjoy 
  outdoor sports, yoga, working out at fitness centers, and 
  team activities;

• Many of the households seek out and enjoy the arts, 
  domestic as well as foreign travel, and cultural activities;

• A group of the core lifestyles seeks out events that 
  generate social activity.





PRIZMNE LIFESTYLE SEGMENTS

2-Mile Radius

Source: Claritas, Inc.



Ten Core Lifestyle Segments 

Up & Comers, Index 7.3, are mobile young adults in 
their twenties who are recent college graduates. These 
households have moderate incomes and this group tends 
to be apartment renters. They are employed in the 
computer industry, the social sciences, and in the 
military. This is a physically active lifestyle that enjoys 
martial arts, yoga, exercise at a health club, and running. 
They are involved in political issues and belong to 
environmental organizations. This lifestyle enjoys 
NASCAR, boxing, and college sports. They tend to 
shop at moderate priced department stores, specialty 
stores such as Express, and home stores such as Pier 
One.

Middleburg Managers, Index 6.3, are middle class, 
empty nesters who seek smaller cities because they are 
more a$ordable and have a more relaxed pace of life. 
This lifestyle has solid managerial jobs in community or 
social services, and education or health technology. They 
enjoy foreign and domestic travel, including cruises, may 
belong to a country club, and enjoy dining out often at 
a$ordable restaurants. They contribute to NPR and read 
AARP Magazine. They shop at LL Bean and Sears as 
well at popular priced grocery stores and the Home 
Shopping Network.

Boomtown Singles, Index 4.3, are young singles in 
entry!level jobs in a$ordable smaller cities. They are 
typically employed in the food service industry, the social 
sciences, construction, or the military. This is a 
physically active lifestyle that enjoys snowboarding,

volleyball, bowling, and racquetball. They seek out 
thriving singles scenes, dine out frequently in a$ordable 
restaurants, go to the movies, go dancing, and they enjoy 
local bars and brew pubs. They tend to shop at discount 
grocery stores, and specialty stores like Express.

New Empty Nests, Index 3.7, are upscale, older 
households whose children have recently left for college. 
This lifestyle is active and shows no interest in 
retirement homes or slowing down even though they 
belong to AARP. Employment includes jobs in finance, 
the legal profession, and healthcare. This is the number 
one lifestyle for travel packages and Italy is their favorite 
destination. This lifestyle exercises, plays tennis, 
snorkels, and plays golf. They vacation at all!inclusive 
resorts and when they dine out they do so at a$ordable 
restaurants. They shop at traditional department stores, 
e.g., Talbot’s, TJ Maxx, Sports Authority, and Marshall’s.

Second City Elite, Index 3.4, is the wealthiest of the 
Second City lifestyle segments. Households in this 
lifestyle segment tend to be composed of college!
educated, prosperous executives and their families. 
These homeowners buy and use technology based 
products,such as computers and large!screen televisions. 
This segment also enjoys cultural activities such as 
attending live theater and ballet, belonging to an arts 
association, reading books, and wine tasting. This is a 
physically active lifestyle with a high index for buying golf
clubs, soccer equipment, visiting golf and tennis resorts, 
and belonging to a country club. This lifestyle shops at 
Dillard’s, The Limited, and Talbot’s.
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Upper Crust, Index 2.5, is the wealthiest of all of the 
PRIZMNE segments. These older customers tend to be 
empty nesters who enjoy foreign travel, luxury 
automobiles, and luxurious, over!a!million!dollar homes. 
They are well!educated and earn the highest incomes in 
solid professions in finance, law, and management. They 
enjoy golf, skiing, and belong to health and exercise 
clubs. This lifestyle travels abroad, goes to museums, 
reads gourmet/cooking magazines, and reads the food 
section of the newspaper. This segment shops at 
upscale specialty and department stores as well as at 
Costco. They have an extremely high Index for 
shopping at specialty stores such as Crate & Barrel, 
Nordstrom, Pottery Barn, and Talbot’s.

Executive Suites, Index 2.2, is an ethnically mixed 
group of well!educated, upper moderate income house!
holds who live outside major U.S. cities. This group, age 
25 to 44, travels frequently, water skis, plays golf and 
tennis, and vacations at resorts. They enjoy dining out, 
may be active in conservation or the environment, and 
shop at both upscale and value retailers. This lifestyle 
goes to museums and reads epicurean and travel 
magazines. These households shop at specialty stores 
such as Pottery Barn, department stores such as 
Nordstrom, and value!priced retailers such as Ross Dress 
for Less.

Park Bench Seniors, Index 2.2, are single and retired. 
These households have limited, mostly High School 
educations and, before retirement, they had modest 
incomes in occupations such as food service, healthcare  
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support, and building and grounds maintenance. This 
lifestyle is the top ranked PRIZMNE segment for 
watching daytime game show television. In addition, this 
lifestyle watches television for the evening news, bowling 
events, and figure skating. These households use 
coupons to shop at discount grocery stores. When they 
eat out it is often at fast food chains such as KFC and 
Denny's. 

Brite Lights, Little City, Index 2.0, are upper!
moderate income households composed of middle!aged 
couples. They are college educated and hold jobs in the 
computer industry, legal profession, architecture and 
engineering professions, and business and finance. They 
are likely to belong to a business club and they are vocal 
in local politics. This is a physically active and tech!
gadget oriented lifestyle. They play golf, purchase soccer 
equipment, enjoy sailing and yoga, and take cruises. 
They enjoy dining out and they do so at a$ordable 
restaurants. They shop at computer super!stores, and 
also at Banana Republic, Eddie Bauer, Pier One, 
traditional department stores, and Costco.

Pools & Patios, Index 1.7, is an older lifestyle segment 
composed of mature empty!nesters. These well 
educated professionals are at the top of their careers in 
the legal, finance, and healthcare professions. They 
enjoy foreign and domestic travel as well as cruises and 
resort vacations. They are physically active, belong to arts 
associations, and tend to be volunteers in conservation 
groups. These households shop at big!box and value 
oriented retailers such as Best Buy and Kohl’s, as well as 
at specialty retailers such as Neiman Marcus.



 From 1964 Monterey Custom House Proposal





5  Repositioning Strategy
The commercial success of Downtown Monterey depends on the proper mix of appropriate 
tenants. The right mix includes a su%cient number and variety of complementing tenants to 
create a critical of mass specialty retail, food service &restaurants, cafes and quick service# and 
entertainment. The addition of strong national and regional tenants will complement the various 
local tenants and make Downtown a destination for local residents, and eventually a must!see 
destination for visitors. 
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Identifying Tenants  
 
Identifying tenants appropriate for Downtown requires 
finding those who: 

• are not in the Monterey Peninsula trade area and who 
  are, or may be, expanding, even in this di%cult 
  economy;

• may already be in the trade area, and may desire to 
  relocate or open an additional store;

• collectively will be strong enough to make Downtown a 
  visitor destination and more viable as a location for 
  independent tenants;

• may o$er unusual or unique merchandise not found 
  within the Peninsula trade!area; 

• will locate in a moderate income market, and a 
  Downtown, street front, location;

• appeal to the two targeted groups of residents in the 
  two!mile radius from Downtown &the Younger Years 
  and the Mature Years#;

• will serve other residents in the Downtown radius, 
  including customers over a range of income levels.

The following lists show tenants appropriate for 
Downtown. Not all tenants meet all criteria. 
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Alvarado Street  

For Downtown to be successful, Alvarado Street must 
first be successful. Identifying national and regional tenants 
appropriate for Alvarado Street is essential to Downtown's 
repositioning. 

When leasing, property owners and their brokers should 
use the following sequence:

• First, focus on attracting the large specialty tenants to 
  be “junior anchors”;

• Second, target medium size specialty tenants, as well 
  as food service tenants, to complement and increase 
  the draw of the existing food service tenants;

• Third, build interest in Downtown by aggressively 
  marketing the arrival of large and medium size tenants  
  in conjunction with completed streetscape, and 
  other Downtown, improvements. This will make 
  attracting and leasing the smaller spaces easier to 
  accomplish;

• Fourth, search for unique, high quality, local retailers 
  that might complement the Downtown retail mix. An 
  improved Downtown may entice these retailers to move 
  their existing operations to, or open an additional store 
  in, Downtown.  



POTENTIAL NATIONAL  

AND REGIONAL TENANTS



 POTENTIAL NATIONAL

 AND REGIONAL TENANTS





Portola 

The current configuration of Portola Plaza, and the 
Alvarado Street " Del Monte Avenue intersection, 
isolates the Portola district retail &Alvarado Mall# from 
the main Alvarado Street retail. Physical changes to the 
Plaza, street, and intersection are required to reunite the Portal 
retail with the Alvarado Street retail. 

Until these improvements are implemented, retail 
opportunities for this area will likely be limited to local 
independent operators that serve the hotel and 
conference center visitors, as well as the Fisherman's 
Wharf tourists.

When reunited, the Portola retail can become an 
extension of the Alvarado Street retail, attracting national 
tenants. It will be part of a larger Alvarado Street 
shopping and dining destination for local residents, as 
well as visitors and tourists.

In addition, improvements to Custom House Plaza, 
including appropriate uses in the Stanton building, will 
enhance the pedestrian tra%c from Fisherman's Wharf. 
This improved connection will benefit all Alvarado Street 
retail as well.
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East Village 

When additional water credits become available, and 
additional foods and beverage drivers such as an 
expanded conference center and performing arts theater 
are completed, the Downtown Repositioning Strategy 
can be modified and expanded. 

The creation of a restaurant zone can produce an 
addition draw to a revitalized Downtown. A cluster of 
national, regional and local operators will be an attractive 
destination for both locals and tourists. 

Locating the restaurant zone in the East Village district, 
where there are currently usable buildings and new 
development opportunities, will allow those property 
owners to benefit from the revitalized Downtown. 

Attracting four to six national and regional restaurants to 
complement the existing locally operated restaurants 
&Santa Lucia Cafe, Turtle Bay Taqueria, East Village 
Lounge, etc.# will anchor this zone. Adding additional 
local tenants will help establish a unique flavor.

Additional service retail tenants such as a specialty 
grocery store can also help to revitalize the East Village 
district.



POTENTIAL NATIONAL 

AND REGIONAL TENANTS



Implementation

In addition to a compatible customer base that is suited 
to the merchandise and services they o$er, desirable 
tenants require a vibrant commercial location defined by: 
a critical mass of complementary tenants and other 
attractions; an attractive streetscape; and a highly 
accessible location. Successfully attracting the desired 
tenants to Downtown Monterey will require a 
comprehensive leasing strategy that includes the 
following steps and completion dates: 

• Complete the Downtown  Monterey "Vision" 
   Master Plan and Implementation Strategy " 
  Most national or regional tenants will require that plans 
  be in place to improve Downtown access, signage, 
  identity and shopper experience, as well as a leasing 
  strategy. " Complete by January 2011; 

• Identify available retail space " There is currently 
  approximately 150,000 to 175,000 square feet of tenant 
  space facing Alvarado Street between Del Monte 
  Avenue and Pearl Street &not including the State 
  Theater, Osio Cinema, or the vacant Saucito Land Co. 
  property#. Working with participating property owners, 
  identify approximately 50,000 square feet &75,000 with 
  the Saucito Land Co. property# of leasable space on 
  Alvarado Street that is vacant, or has leases that 
  terminate within 24 months, to joint market to national 
  and regional tenants. " Complete by January 2011;
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• Engage a retail broker " Select a commercial broker 
  with experience in specialty retail, to market and lease 
  the identified retail space. " Complete by  January 2011;

• Produce marketing materials " Leasing of the retail 
  space may require the creation of a leasing brochure and 
  other marketing materials. " Complete by March 2011.

The completion date are necessary to achieve in 
order to present  the Downtown Vision, and 
leasing marketing materials, at the  International 
Council of Shopping Centers  #ICSC$ Monterey 
Idea Exchange.  March 16!18, 2011.The Idea 
exchange is a valuable opportunity  to showcase the 
Downtown Vision to potential retailers attending 
the conference.  

• Implement Short!term "Vision"  
   recommendations " Vision Master Plan tasks that 
  can be completed quickly, as well as temporary fixes, 
  should be implemented to rapidly show improvement 
  Downtown;   

• Implement Long!term "Vision" 
    recommendations " Continue to implement all 
  additional recommendations in the Vision Master Plan.

         







6  Summary
 
Downtown Monterey has a proud history as the primary retail center for the Monterey 
Peninsula. For many years it was a healthy, vibrant commercial destination. However, over the 
past few decades customer shopping habits have changed. New competitive retail opportunities 
have taken most shoppers away from Downtown. 

The development of a cohesive leasing strategy including this Retail Market Assessment 
and Repositioning Strategy, in conjunction with a comprehensive "Vision" Master Plan 
and Implementation Strategy, will assist Downtown in overcoming its substantial obstacles 
and create a path to achieve renewed success.
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Downtown Assessment

The Downtown retail tenants are mostly local, 
independent retailers who are not strong enough to form 
a retail destination that generates the substantial foot 
tra%c necessary to generate solid retail revenue. 
Downtown specialty retail and quality food service 
tenants are over shadowed by a great number of service 
retail stores, quick!service restaurants and banks, as well 
as a significant number of vacancies.

Downtown Monterey faces many common obstacles of 
older downtowns. Multiple property ownership results in 
the mixed conditions of the building stock and store!
fronts, ranging from visually well!maintained to those 
with deferred maintenance. Inconsistent signage, vacant 
storefronts, as well as empty lots, discourage pedestrian 
circulation and detract from the ambience of the street.  

Key facilities, such as the State Theater and Conference 
Center, are critical to the success of Downtown and 
must be part of a comprehensive Downtown plan.

Downtown lacks some of the elements necessary to 
activate the streets such as outdoor sidewalk seating for 
cafes and restaurants.

Downtown is di%cult to get to for tourists and visitors. 
Once there, it is di%cult to navigate even for residents. 
Connections to other Monterey destinations, such as 
Fisherman's Wharf, are also di%cult.
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Downtown lacks the unique identity " a specific name " 
that could di$erentiate itself for visitors and define itself 
for residents.

Although Downtown Monterey shows signs of neglect 
and deterioration it nevertheless holds very strong 
potential for being a vibrant urban retail center.

Trade Area Assessment

The competitive supply of retail space on the Monterey 
Peninsula adds to the challenges facing the revitalization 
of Downtown Monterey:

• Del Monte Shopping Center, located in Monterey, has 
   been able to attract retailers such as Apple, Williams 
   Sonoma and Banana Republic, who often consider 
   locating in street locations;

• Fisherman’s Wharf and Cannery Row are promoted as 
  destinations in Monterey and they have attracted some 
  tenants, such as Starbucks and First Awakenings, who 
  have street locations in other parts of the trade area;

• Ocean Avenue in downtown Carmel is anchored by 
  Carmel Plaza, a specialty retail center tenanted by 
  Anthropologie, Janie and Jack, Coldwater Creek, J. Jill, 
  and Sur La Table, all of whom often have street 
  locations in other markets. In addition, Ocean Avenue 
  and the Carmel!by!the!Sea Shopping District is 
  marketed to visitors as a single entity: a major specialty 
  retail, food service, and gallery experience. 
  



• The Crossroads and Barnyard shopping centers are also 
  promoted as destinations within the Monterey/Carmel 
  trade area and both have strong assortments of specialty 
  tenants.

The competition, then, for specialty retailers and for 
food service tenants is strong in the greater trade area of 
the Monterey Peninsula. The competing concentrations 
have the advantage of being promoted to the area tourists 
and visitors as destinations that are not to be missed as 
part of a visit to Monterey. In addition, most of these 
competitive retail concentrations are heavily and 
beautifully landscaped, have substantial outdoor dining to 
activate the public spaces, and plentiful shopper 
amenities in comparison to the study area.

Target Customer

The residents in the two!mile radius from Downtown are 
the potential customers who will be the easiest to attract 
to a re!energized Downtown, rather than residents from 
the larger trade!area. 

Once Downtown becomes a vibrant retail destination, 
tourists and visitors will then seek it out as an essential 
part of their Monterey visit.

The assessment of the market data has identified who 
the residential customers are, and what characteristics 
and interests this presumably diverse set of customers 
may have in common. For this assessment, the 

demographics and lifestyle data for the residents in this 
radius was obtained from Claritas, Inc. From this data, 
two residential groups can be defined as the primary 
customers:

• Younger Years " The younger of the two groups are 
  age 25 to 45, well!educated, single and childless for the 
  most part, and are starting or building their careers. 

• Mature Years " The older group is composed of
  consumers who are nearly or newly retired, are well!
  educated with no children remaining at home, and who 
  have had solid professional careers.

Lifestyle data tell us that these two groups, who may 
appear di$erent on the surface, have many interests in 
common. Both groups enjoy dining out and usually do so 
at a$ordable restaurants. Both groups are interested in 
social activities including nighttime entertainment, the 
arts, and travel. Both groups are physically active and 
enjoy yoga, exercise and fitness programs, running, and a 
variety of sports.
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 Repositioning Strategy

The commercial success of Downtown Monterey 
depends on the proper mix of appropriate tenants. This 
mix should include a su%cient number and variety of 
complementing tenants to create a critical mass of 
specialty retail, food service &restaurants, cafes and quick 
service# and entertainment. The addition of strong 
national and regional tenants will anchor Downtown, 
while various local tenants will give it a unique flavor, 
making it a popular retail preference for local residents, 
and eventually a must!see destination for visitors. 

The demographic make!up of the two!mile radius for 
Downtown Monterey may be appealing to an assortment 
of regional and national, as well as some local, retail and 
food service tenants who are interested in locating in a 
moderate income market and who are adept at serving 
households composed of young adults and those 
composed of the newly retired.

Because current water restrictions limit the addition of 
new food service tenants to the Downtown, the re!
tenanting process should begin by identifying those 
buildings on Alvarado Street that can house larger 
specialty retail tenants &in the range of 5,000 to 20,000 
square feet#. When these larger tenants have committed 
to the renewed downtown, attracting smaller retailers to 
fill in vacancies will be easier. It may then be possible to 
attract moderate priced, yet higher quality food service 
tenants to fill in old food service vacancies.
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When the Downtown tenant mix more closely reflects 
what the residents need and desire, it will become a 
vibrant destination for the locals. Then, gradually, the 
tourists and visitors will be attracted to Downtown as 
well.

Next Steps

To attract the desired national and regional tenants to 
Downtown Monterey it is essential to present a 
"Vision" Master Plan and Implementation 
Strategy. 

The Vision will contain a significant number of 
recommendations to improve the Downtown retail 
environment. These recommendations will address 
issues of access and tra%c, Downtown identity, shopper 
experience, infrastructure and circulation, attractions and 
events, and building uses. The Implementation Strategy 
will list task priorities and propose methods for the 
completion of the recommendations.

Complete  the "Vision" Master Plan and 
Implementation Strategy, and  supplemental 
marketing materials, for presentation at the 
International Council of Shopping Centers  
#ICSC$ Monterey Idea Exchange, March 16!18, 
2011. 
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